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Abst ract - -We first define the notion of approximation chain and then we use it to obtain, in 
polynomial time, asymptotic approximation ratio of min{~/#, [~' log(log A)]/A} (where ~ is a fixed 
positive constant, ~;' is a constant depending on s, and A, # are the max imum and the average degrees 
of the graph, respectively). This result essentially improves, from both complexity and approximation 
quality points of view, the best-known approximation ratio for max imum independent set. 
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1. STATE OF THE ART--DEFINITIONS 
Let G -- (V, E) be a graph of order n; an independent set is a subset V' C_ V such that whenever 
{vi, vj} C_ V', vivj ~ E, and the maximum independent set problem (IS) is to find an independent 
set of maximum size. 
In what follows, we denote by a(G) the stability number (cardinality of a maximum indepen- 
dent set) of G, by F(v~), v~ E V, the set of neighbours of vi, ~i -- IF(v~)l, A -_ max~{~f~}, and 
/z = (~-~ ~) /n  is the average degree of the graph; given an independent set S, ~fs(v) = IF(v) N SI, 
v E V \ S. Given V' C_ V, we denote by G[V'] the subgraph of G induced by V'. 
In this paper, we present polynomial time algorithms finding an approximation of guaranteed 
size. The quality of an approximation is expressed by the ratio of the size of the solution found 
by the approximation algorithm to the size of the maximum independent set; the smallest such 
ratio over all graphs constitutes the approximation ratio of the algorithm. 
Recently, many and very interesting works have provided successive improvements for the 
approximation ratio of IS (seen as function of the maximum degree of the IS-instance), which for 
a long time has remained bounded below from 2/A (see, for example, [1,2]). 
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Among these works, we quote here the ones of Halld6rsson and Radhakrishnan [3,4], or the one 
of Berman and Fiirer [5]. In [3], by performing a very interesting and fine analysis of the natu- 
ral greedy algorithm for IS, the authors improve its approximation performance from 1/(A - 1) 
to 3/(A + 2). Moreover, they study other types of ratio-functions where the main parameter is
not the maximum but the average degree of the graph; the best existent result in this vein is 
the approximation ratio of the combination of the greedy algorithm with a linear programming 
preprocessing (inspired by the work of Nemhanser and Trotter; see [6]) which is asymptotically 
equal to 5/(2/z). In [4], two main results are presented. The first one is an approximation al- 
gorithm of complexity O(nA k-l) attaining, for a constant k, an approximation ratio bounded 
below by (6/A) - e(k) - ~/(A), where e(k) ~ 0 when k --* oo, and ~/(A) --* 0 when A --* oo. 
This asymptotic ratio (A --* oo), for large values of k, is close to 6/A, but in this case, the 
complexity of the algorithm becomes huge; in any case this result was, up to now, the best poly- 
nomial approximation result for IS. The second main result of [4] is an approximation algorithm 
attaining a ratio of O((log log A)/A) for IS; even if this ratio is the first f~(1/A) ratio, the pro- 
posed algorithm has the inconvenience to be polynomial only if A is bounded above. A ratio of 
[5/(A + 3)] -  e is obtained in [5], but the proposed algorithm has the same drawback as the latter 
algorithm of [4]. 
In this paper, we introduce the notion of the approximation chain and devise polynomial 
time approximation chains attaining asymptotic approximation ratios ~/A in time of O(n ['q21 )
and min{~/#, ~'[log(log A)]/A} in time of O(n '~) for IS, where ~; E N is any fixed constant, and ~' 
a constant depending on ~. Let us note that these chains are polynomial, without any constraint 
on the degrees of G. 
DEFINITION 1. Consider a combinatorial optimization problem H, let us note by 2- the set of 
instances of II, and let p : 2" x N ~]0,1[,  (I,~) ~ p(I,~) be a mapping increasing in ~, 
if II is a maximization problem; if II is a minimization one, consider that the range of p is the 
interval ]1, +oo[ and p is decreasing. An approximation chain with ratio (respectively, asymptotic 
ratio) p for H is a sequence of algorithms (A~)~eN, indexed by ~ E N, such that for all ~, A~ is 
an approximation algorithm guaranteeing ratio (respectively, asymptotic ratio) A~(I)/OPT(I) _> 
p(I, ~) ff I I  is a maximization problem and A~(I) /OPT(I)  <_ p(I, ~) /f I I  is a minimization one. 
If, furthermore, A~ are polynomial in n (the size of I), then the chain is called polynomial time 
approximation chain. | 
Let us remark that Definition I encapsulates some well-known otions in approximation theory, 
such as the one of the approximation algorithm, or, even, the one of the approximation schema. 
2. A POLYNOMIAL TIME ~/A 
APPROXIMATION CHAIN 
Our thought process is based upon the following theorem (originally proved by Ajtai et al. 
in [7], and constructively proved in [4]). 
THEOREM 1. [4,7]. There exists an absolute constant c such that, for every constant l, there 
exists a polynomial time approximation algorithm (called AEKS(I)  in [4]) such that, for every 
graph of order n without l-cliques (cliques of order l), it provides an independent set of card/nality 
greater than, or equal to, cn[log[(log/~)/l]]/#. 
The first approximation chain devised here is described by Algorithm 1 (providing a final 
IS-solution S); it is parametrized by ! E N and by algorithm STABLE(l)  which can be any 
independent-set-algorithm applied on &clique-free graphs. The repeat loop of Algorithm 1 is a 
method of local improvement ofany maximal independent set by vertices exchanges, also studied 
by Khanna et al, [8]. 
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beg in  
end.  
initialize S by any nonempty independent set; 
repeat  
bl *- false; 
b2 ~- false; 
if  3v E V \ S : F(v) N S = 0 then S ~-- S U {v} else bl ~-- true; 
i f  3{u,v} C V \ S:  (F(u) U F(v)) M S = {s},uv ¢ E then S ~-- (S \ {s}) U {u,v}; 
else b2 *-- true; 
unt i l  bl and b2; 
P , -  {,, ~ v \ s :  ~s(v) >_ 2} u s; 
compute a maximal collection C~ of disjoint t-cliques in G[I)]; 
Xt  ,-- {,~ e P : v ¢ Uc~c,C}; 
call STABLE(t) on G[Xe] to obtain an IS-solution St; 
S *-- argmax{lSl, ISfl}; 
Algorithm 1. An approximation algorithm for IS. 
Let us denote by T(g,n), the complexity of STABLE(g) .  Then, the whole complexity of 
Algorithm 1 is of O(max{nIE[, T(i, n), Ae-2[E[}). In fact, 
(i) the complexity of the repeat  loop of Algorithm 1 is O(n[E[); 
(ii) detecting a maximal collection of disjoint g-cliques can be done in O(A ~-2 [E I); plainly, the 
v,n ~e-1 < Ae-2V, n ~. = 2Ae-2[E[ (in worst case complexity of such a detection is z_~i=l i - z_~i=l 
order that a vertex x belongs to an g-clique, g - 1 of its neighbours have form an (g - 1)- 
clique; if this is not true, then we can delete x and consider another vertex; this explains 
the expression ~ i= i  ~ J" 
From (i) and (ii), the expression for the complexity of Algorithm 1 follows immediately. 
THEOREM 2. I[ there exists an algorithm STABLE( l )  guaranteeing, for every g • N and every 
g-clique-free-graph, an approximation ratio pe for IS, then, for every graph G, for every e > 0, 
and for every A > 0, Algorithm 1 guarantees an approximation ratio for IS, bounded below by 
min{A, e'(1 - A)p~, 2(g - e)(1 - A)/(A + 2)}, where e' is such that 1/(g - e) = (l/g) + e'. 
PROOF. Let us denote by S* a maximum independent set of G, S[ -- S* N S (recall that S is the 
candidate IS-solution returned by the repeat  loop of Algorithm 1), S~ = S* \ S[, N -- V \ (SU S*), 
Vl = {v e y \ s : ~s(v) = 1}, y~ = {v • v \ s :  ~s(v) > 2}, s~l = s~ n yl, s;2 = s~ n y2, 
N1 = N~111, N2 = NN172; it is easy to see that V~ = S~iUN~, i = 1,2. Moreover, let us 
note that the set S returned by the repeat  loop is maximal (for the inclusion), i.e., Vs • V \ S, 
r(s) nS  # 0; so, v \ s = Vs u v2. 
Let us fix A and e such that 0 < A < 1, g > e > 0 and let e' -- [1/(g - e)] - (l/g). 
(i) [S]1[ >_ Aa(G) - iS[[. By definition of S~1, we can associate very element x of S]1 with 
an element a(x) • S, such that F(x) M S = {¢(x)}. Furthermore, the mapping a is one- 
to-one ( repeat  loop of Algorithm 1); this fact associated with the fact that, Vx • S~1, 
a(x) • S \ S~ (recall that S~ U S]1 is an independent set), allows us to establish that 
iS \S ; [  = i S [ -  [S~[ _> [S~I [ _> Aa(G) -[S~[; hence, iS[ _> Aa(G). 
(ii) [S]1 [ <_ Aa(G) - [S[[. We have now ]S~3 [ = a(G) - [S~[ -[S~1 [ _> (1 - A)a(G). The set ff 
constructed by Algorithm 1 is the set V = S U V2 = S U S~2 U N2; let us denote by G the 
graph G[V] and by a(G) its stability number. 
(ii.1) a (0 )  _< [V[/(g-e).  Using the expression for if, we have [S]2[ + [N2[ _> (g -e )a (G) -  iS[. 
Since every vertex of S~2 U N2 is the endpoint of at least two edges linking it to vertices 
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of S, we obtain, by counting the edges incident to the vertices of S, A[S[ > 2([S]2] + 
IN2D > 2[(g - e)~(¢) - [SI], or (A + 2)lSl > 2(g -  e)a(0) > 2(g -  e)lS&2l > 2(g -  e)(1 - 
~)~(G). 
(ii.2) a(G) > IVI/(g - e). Let us estimate the size of the set Xt constructed by Algorithm 1 
(recall that G[Xt] is g-clique-free). This set is the set of vertices of (~ not covered by 
the cliques of Ct. Since 
(a) no independent set of (~ can share more than one vertex with each member of Ct, 
and 
(b) ICtl < I#l/t, 
we get ~(0)  < (lffllg)+o,(G[Xd); moreover, cl(G) >_ ]lT]/(g-e) = (l lTI/g)+dlff I. We so 
deduce that ~(a[xd)  > dlffl > dlS~2l > ~'(1-~)~(O). By the hypothesis on algorithm 
STABLE(g), the candidate solution St verifies I&l > pt~(v[xd)  > ot~'(1 - ~)~(G). 
By combining cases (i), (ii.1), and (ii.2), we immediately deduce that solution S admits the 
approximation ratio claimed by Theorem 2. | 
Let us now consider a constant a such that g = [(a/2)] + 1; moreover, consider that algorithm 
STABLE(g)  is algorithm AEKS(g) of [4], guaranteeing, for a fixed constant g, approximation 
ratio O(log log A /A)  in g-clique-free graphs. This algorithm, as the authors of [4] observe (see [4, 
p. 6]), just below the proof of Theorem 2 on the performance ratio of algorithm AEKS-CR(G) ) ,  
has complexity at most O(nAt-1). Furthermore, let us remark that in the proof of our Theorem 2 
and in Algorithm 1, the constants e and A do not intervene, neither in the approximation chain, 
consequently, nor in its complexity. If, for example, we set A = (a + 2)/A and e = 1 (which 
implies A _> 2[(g - e)(1 - A)]/(A + 2) and e' = 1/[[a/2] ([a/2] + 1)]), and consider Algorithm 1 
parametrized by g and AEKS(g),  the application of Theorem 2 guarantees, in time bounded 
above by O(n [~/21 ), an approximation ratio bounded below by (a/A) -~ ,  ~/--. 0; we have so the 
following theorem (let us note that whenever A is bounded above, every maximal-independent-set 
algorithm is a constant-ratio polynomial time approximation algorithm for IS). 
THEOREM 3. For every fixed integer constant a, Algorithm 1 parametrized by g = [(a/2)] + 1 
and AEKS(g)  is an approximation chain with time-complexity of O(n f~/2] ) for IS, guaranteeing 
approximation ratio asymptotically (A --, oo) equai to a/A. 
The result of Theorem 3 constitutes a radical improvement for the positive polynomial approx- 
imation results for IS. Up to now, the result of [4], providing (for A ~ c~) an approximation ratio 
of 6/(A + 2) --e was, to our knowledge, the best polynomial time approximation result. However, 
this algorithm has the drawback to be exponential in l/e, in the sense that its complexity is 
of O(n 1/~) (due to the construction of C1/~). 
Let us revisit Algorithm 1 and set g = 3. Shearer [9,10] has devised an algorithm which 
in O([E D guarantees, for the triangle-free-graphs, anapproximation ratio of (# log /~-#+ 1)/(/~- 
1) 2 > (A logA - A + 1)/(A - 1) 2. By using this algorithm in place of STABLE(3) ,  setting 
A = 6/(A + 8) and (for A > exp19) e = 54/(lnA - 1), we get, applying Theorem 2, an 
approximation ratio of [[6- [108/ log(A-  1)]] [1 --6/(A + 8)]]/(A + 2), slightly better than the one 
(of the same order) of [4] (recall that the ratio in [4] is (6/A) - e(k) - rl(A), where e(k) ---* 0 when 
k --* oo and r/(A) --, 0 when A --, oo). Moreover, in this case, the complexity of Algorithm 1 is 
of O(n[E[) (recall that the construction of Ca takes time O(A[EI) < n[E[). So, the following result 
improves the corresponding result of [4] from both approximation performance and complexity 
points of view. 
THEOREM 4. The approximation chain expressed by Algorithm 1, parametrized by g = 3 and by 
the algorithm of Shearer [10], constitutes an O(n[E[) approximation algorithm for IS attain/ng 
asymptotic (A --. oo ) approximation ratio o[ 6 / A. 
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begin 
end. 
initialize S by the output of algorithm BSTABLE; 
compute a maximal collection Ct of disjoint &cliques in G; 
Xt ~-- {v E V : v ~ UcectC}; call STABLE(e) on G[Xt] to obtain an IS-solution St; 
S *- argmax{IS I, IStl} 
Algorithm 2. An improved polynomial approximation IS-algorithm. 
3. FURTHER IMPROVEMENT OF  THE 
APPROXIMATION RAT IO 
Let us now consider the approximation chain expressed by Algorithm 2, parametrized by g and 
by two IS-algorithms, STABLE(l)  and BSTABLE,  where STABLE(l)  is as in Algorithm 1, 
while algorithm BSTABLE may be any IS-algorithm. 
THEOREM 5. Let us consider, [or every fixed integer constant g, the simultaneous existence of 
an algorithm STABLE(l)  guaranteeing, for every g E N, an approximation ratio Pt for IS in 
g-clique-free-graphs and o[ an algorithm BSTABLE constructing, for every graph G, a maximal 
independent set of size at least n f ( G). Then, the approximation chain expressed by Algorithm 2 
solves IS with an approximation ratio bounded below by min{e'pt, (g - e)f(G)}, where e' is such 
that  1 / (e  - ~) = ( l /e )  + ¢ .  
PROOF. We consider the following two cases. 
(i) a(G) < n/(g - e). Then, the call of algorithm BSTABLE guarantees an approximation 
ratio of (g - e)f(G). 
(ii) c~(G) _> n/(g-e) .  In this case, an analysis imilar to the one of case (ii.2) of Theorem 2 gives 
a(G[Xt]) >_ a(G) - I•[ -> [ n/(g - e) ] - (n / l )  = dn > e'a(G) and the candidate solution St 
guarantees an approximation ratio of e'pt (recall that G[Xt] is l-clique-free). 
Finally, if we denote, as previously, by T(£, n) the complexity of algorithm STABLE(g) and 
by TB(n), the complexity of algorithm BSTABLE,  the total complexity of Algorithm 2 is 
of O(max{T(g, n), TB(n), At- in}).  II 
Let us, in place of algorithm BSTABLE,  use the natural greedy IS-algorithm (let us call it 
GREEDY) ;  by Tur£n's Theorem [11] (see also [3]), it guarantees a maximal independent set of 
size at least n/(# + 1). Moreover, by considering algorithm AEKS(g) in place of STABLE(e), 
we obtain, applying Theorem 5 with g = ~ and e = 1, the following concluding theorem (let us 
note that whenever # is bounded above, GREEDY is a constant-ratio approximation algorithm 
for IS). 
THEOREM 6. (THE MAIN RESULT). For every fixed integer constant ~, Algorithm 2, parametri- 
zed by ~, AEKS(~) and GREEDY,  constitutes an approximation chain with time-complexity 
of O(n ~) guaranteeing asymptotic (# ~ oo) approximation ratio bounded below by min{a//~, 
[~' log(log A)]/A}, where ~' = c'/[a(a - 1)], for a fixed constant c'. 
The result of Theorem 6 further improves (sometimes quite largely) the result of Theorem 3 
and constitutes, to our knowledge, the best-known polynomial approximation result for IS. 
4. APPL ICAT ION:  AN APPROXIMATION CHAIN FOR THE 
MAXIMUM &COLORABLE INDUCED SUBGRAPH PROBLEM 
Consider a graph G = (V, E) and a positive constant g; the problem of the maximum g-colorable 
induced subgraph (denoted by Cg) is to find a maximum-order subgraph G' = G[V'] of G (V' C_ V) 
such that G' is g-colorable. 
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Let us note that we can assume / < A, because, if not, then G' = G (recall that the algorithm 
of [12] always guarantees a A-coloring of G, except for the case where G is a (A + 1)-clique). 
Consider now, for ~ E {1, . . . ,  A - 1}, the graph tG = (eV, tE) defined as follows: gV = 
V x {1,. . . ,~}; V((v, i ) , (v ' , j ) )  e tV  x ty ,  ( (v, i ) , (v ' , j ) )  e tE  iff [[(i = j)  Avv '  e E] V [(i 7~ 
j )  ^ (v = v')]]. 
Clearly, [tV[ = gn and, moreover, if we denote by tA the maximum degree of~G, ~A = A+I -1  
(in fact, for all (vk, i) E tV, Vk E V, i < g, the degree Qf~k,i of (Vk, i) equals dfk + g -- 1; the same 
holds for the average degree t# of tG, i.e., ~# = # + l - 1). 
Let us consider in tG, an independent set S C tV. The family Si = {v E V : (v, i) E S}, 
i -- 1 , . . . ,  l, is a collection of mutually disjoint independent sets of G; so the graph G[t-JiSi] 
is g-colorable. Conversely, for every g-colorable subgraph G' = (V', E') of G and for every g- 
coloring (S , , . . . ,  St) of G', the set S = {(v, i) : i e {1, . . . ,  g}, v E Si} is an independent set of eG. 
Consequently, every independent set (respectively, maximum independent set) of eG corresponds 
to an g-colorable induced (respectively, maximum-order) subgraph of G and vice versa. 
By the previous discussion and the results of the previous ections, one can get the following 
concluding theorem. 
THEOREM 7. C~. admits polynomial time approximation chains guaranteeing asymptotic (A - ,  co) 
approximation ratio of a /A ,  for all ~ E N. Moreover, for every fixed integer constant ~, there 
exists ~' such that Cg admits a polynomial time approximation chain guaranteeing asymptotic 
(l~ --* oo) approximation ratio bounded below by min{a/#, [a' log(log A)]/A}. 
Finally, let us note that the results presented above are also obtained for some restricted 
weighted versions of both IS and Cg, where the weights are positive integer fixed constants. 
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